THE SAN MARINO FIRE PIT COLLECTION

SAN MARINO FIRE PIT COLLECTION:
Add comfort and style to your outdoor area with the San
Marino Fire Pit Collection from Hanover Outdoor. Where
indoor comfort meets outdoor durability, this charming
lounge set will quickly become the centerpiece of any
environment it’s placed into. Layers of spiraled resin yarn
are hand-woven over heavy-duty steel frames, creating
an intricate textured-weave with a tropical vibe. The thick
foam cushions are built to last, maintain their vibrancy,
and offer deep-seating comfort to you and your guests
as you unwind in the most comfortable fashion. Enjoy
spending your days lounging comfortably under the sun,
and by nightfall, ignite the 40,000 BTU fire pit to create a
cozy setting for hours of warm conversation.
ITEM

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

WEIGHT

ARM CHAIR

36.25”L x 30.00”W x 36.00”H

26.00 lbs.

FIRE PIT TABLE

43.82”L x 35.83”W x 23.50”H

75.00 lbs.

LOVESEAT

36.25”L x 55.50”W x 37.00”H

50.00 lbs.

OTTOMAN

27.00”L x 19.50”W x 17.50”H

11.90 lbs.

Ottoman

Arm Chair

Loveseat

Coffee Table

FEATURES:
··

• Durable all-weather construction

··

• Rust-resistant steel frames

··

• Deep-seating cushions

··

• Hand-woven resin weave

··

• Premium outdoor fabric

··

• Various color options available

··

• Some assembly required

··

• 1-year limited warranty

··

SAN MARINO COLOR OPTIONS

Clockwise from top: cushion cushion color, pillow pattern and frame color

Navy Blue

Canvas Cork

Crimson Red

4-Piece Patio Set with a Fire Pit Table
This set includes a woven fire pit table centered around two arm chairs
and a loveseat. The cushions are wrapped in premium outdoor fabric
that coordinates perfectly with the four accent pillows included. The
fire pit features a porcelain tile-top inlay with two tile options to choose
from. A bag of red fire glass and burner lid are included for the fire pit
table.
SMAR4PCFP-NVY-TN (BLUE/ STONE TILE)....................................... UPC: 013964877403
SMAR4PCFP-NVY-WG (BLUE/ WOOD TILE) ..................................... UPC: 013964877397
SMAR4PCFP-RED-TN (RED/ STONE TILE)......................................... UPC: 013964877427
SMAR4PCFP-RED-WG (RED/ WOOD TILE)........................................ UPC: 013964877410
SMAR4PCFP-TAN-TN (CORK/ STONE TILE)....................................... UPC: 013964877380
SMAR4PCFP-TAN-WG (CORK/ WOOD TILE)..................................... UPC: 013964877373
SMAR4PCFP-TAN-WG in country cork

Stone tile option

Faux-wood tile option

6-Piece Seating Set with a Fire Pit Table
This set includes a woven fire pit table centered around two arm chairs,
two ottomans, and a loveseat. The cushions are wrapped in premium
outdoor fabric that coordinates perfectly with the four accent pillows
included. The fire pit features a porcelain tile-top inlay with two tile
options to choose from. A bag of red fire glass and burner lid are
included for the fire pit table.
SMAR6PCFP-NVY-TN (BLUE/ STONE TILE)....................................... UPC: 013964877342
SMAR6PCFP-NVY-WG (BLUE/ WOOD TILE) .....................................UPC: 013964877335
SMAR6PCFP-RED-TN (RED/ STONE TILE)......................................... UPC: 013964877359
SMAR6PCFP-RED-WG (RED/ WOOD TILE)........................................ UPC: 013964877366
SMAR6PCFP-TAN-TN (CORK/ STONE TILE)....................................... UPC: 013964877328
SMAR6PCFP-TAN-WG (CORK/ WOOD TILE)..................................... UPC: 013964877311

These are preliminary specifications and are subject to change
For more information on Hanover Outdoor visit: www.hanover-products.com

SMAR6PCFP-NVY-TN in navy blue

